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1. INTRODUCTION 
The general problem of finding the best uniform approximation, in a given 
interval, of a polynomial of degree nz by a polynomial of degree n < 171 has 
been solved analytically in only two cases: (i) by Chebyshev, when M = n + 1, 
(ii) by Zolotarev, when m = n + 2. In case (i) the solution is expressible in 
terms of the Chebyshev polynomial T,,,(X). In case (ii) the solution (see for 
example Achieser [l, p. 2501) involves elliptic functions. Chebyshev did in 
fact consider the general case in [4], and showed that hyperelliptic functions 
are involved, but he did not obtain any solutions. 
Since analytic solutions are effectively excluded when nz > ~z + 2, another 
approach is required. This was first provided, for large II, by Bernstein [3] and 
Achieser [2]. It consists in seeking a rational function which (a) is a good 
approximation to the given polynomial, and (b) has a fractional part which 
for large II is small in the interval. Its integral part is then the polynomial 
approximation desired: not optimal, but asymptotically optimal. 
In 1964 Clenshaw [6] considered the ratio S,/E, of the uniform error norms 
S, and E, , respectively, of the truncated Chebyshev expansion of the given 
polynomial and the best uniform approximation. He used Bernstein’s method 
to estimate E, when l?z - n = 2, 3, or 4, but could go no further because of 
the complication of the calculations. Clenshaw was interested in a question of 
practical importance, namely, whether the truncated Chebyshev expansion, 
which is easy to obtain, is or is not nearly as good an approximation as the 
optimum. He therefore tackled the problem of finding the maximum value 
of S,/E, for a given n? - II. Subject to an assumption which he verified 
experimentally, Clenshaw solved the problem for the three cases mentioned, 
and noticed some surprising regularities in the solution, in particular the fact 
that certain constants obtained were the first 2, 3, and 4 coefficients, respec- 
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tively, of the binomial expansion of (1 - t)-lp. He put forward the con- 
jecture that this would generalize for any value of x - n, and on this basis 
obtained a general formula for max(S,/E,). 
The first published proof of Clenshaw’s conjecture was given by Lam and 
Elliott [8] in 1972. Using the same method and assumption as Clenshaw, they 
were able to generalize his results to any value of m - iz, although they 
failed to consider the important question of whether the error of approxima- 
tion must always be representable in the form they assumed for it. This 
omission was remedied in their recent second paper (71, in which not only is 
this question considered, but the norm of error is shown to be given by an 
eigenvalue of a certain matrix. That this should be so is not at at1 surprising 
however, for as is clear from the author’s papers [lo] and [II], any prob!em 
of uniform approximation of polynomials or rational functions by polyno- 
mials or rational functions is likely to lead to an eigenvalue problem. 
The present paper uses a simplified form of the “u-method” developed 
in [18, II], to deal with the problem treated by Lam and Elliott. Our 
treataent differs significantly from theirs; we use standard results from 
approximation theory rather than matrix theorems. Not only does this lead 
ic some simplification, but it also provides a proof that the desired solution 
exists uncond~l'tionnlly. A proof of Clenshaw’s conjecture is also given. 
2. PRErrhfrNAnv DISCUSSION 
We denote the given polynomial of degree rn by f(x), and for convenience 
write 11~ = n 4- I’ + 1. We take the given interval as [- 1, i]. Let f(.~) have the 
expansion (with a, + 0) 
f(x) = Q,T?,(X) f a,.-,T,,-,(x) + .a* + n,T,,(x) + lower order terms. CT) 
Then the error norm S, of the truncated expansion is 
where /, * 1; denotes maximum modulus in [--I, I]. The error norm E, of the 
best flth degree polynomial approximation P, to f is 
where P, denotes the set of all real polynomials of degree < PZ. We note that 
by the hlternation theorem, p’, -f = -&E,, alternately at 4 + 2 or more 
points on [-I, I]. 
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Instead of finding p, we shall obtain an infinite set of rational functions 
Q/D, where Q E Pnf,. , D E P,. , with error function 
R = (Q/D) -f = MID, M=Q-Df (4) 
such that R = & jl R /I alternately at II + 2 or more points on [-1, 11. A 
unique member of this set is of course the “best” or optimal rational approxi- 
mation, i.e., that which minimizes 11 R 11 for all possible choices of Q E P,,, , 
D E 5’, . As is well known, this R exhibits alternation not merely at n + 2 
points but in general at 12 + 2r + 2 points. We shall show that another like- 
wise unique member of the set has instead the special property that 
/[ Fr(Q/D)jI + 0 as n + c%, where Fr denotes “fractional part.” Its integral 
part is then the desired polynomial approximation to J We shall call this 
member of the set the “asymptotic Q/D." In order to prove its existence we 
shall demonstrate a close “dual” relationship between the desired function 
Q/D and the optimal rational approximation to a certain polynomial g of 
degree m related in a special way to J: Since the algebraic solution for the 
asymptotic Q/D is exactly the same as for the optimal Q/D, we shall start by 
considering the problem of finding the optimal approximation Q/D tof. 
If for this optimum, expressed in its lowest terms, the actual degrees of D 
and Q are, respectively, s = I’ - d and n + s’ = n + r - d’, where d, 
d’ > 0, the problem has “deficiency” 6 = min(d, d’), and by the Alternation 
theorem for rational approximation (see for example Rivlin [9, Theorem 5.21, 
R = & /I R jj alternately at K = 72 + 2~ + 2 - 6 or more points on [-1, 11. 
Let E = 11 R I/ . Then R2 - E" has at least K distinct zeros in [- 1, I], of which 
7 < 2 are at the end points & 1 and K - 7 are internal and of order at least 2. 
Thus ML - E"D" has at least 2(K - T) + T = 2K - T zeros in [-1, 11, 
counting multiplicities. But its degree is 2(m + s) ,( 2(~ - l), since s < I’ - 6. 
It follows that T = 2, i.e., R = &Eat both end points, and that S = d, i.e., 
s’ < s, so that Q has degree at most n + s. Further, M” - E2D" has precisely 
K - 2 internal zeros of order 2, and no external zeros. We may therefore 
write, noting that M’ - E"D2 < 0 in [-1, 11, 
&f2- E2D2 =(x2 - 1) w", (5) 
where Wis real, of degree y1 + Y + s, and has all its roots in (- 1, 1). 
It is clear that if M, D, W is any triplet of real polynomials satisfying (5) 
for some value of E, then jl M/D II = E. We shall see that if we start with any 
suitable D (viz, real D as in (10) below) we can obtain many such triplets. In 
general the corresponding Q = M + Df will have degree nz + s, but as we 
shall see, if we impose the condition found above that Q shall have nominal 
degree n + s instead of nz + s, then we can obtain both the optimal Q/D and 
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the asymptotic Q/D which we seek. In Section 3, we obtain general solutions 
of (5) and consider the implications of the desired asymptotic property, in 
Section 4 we involve the givenf explicitly by imposing the degree condition 
on Q’, and in Section 6 we use the existence of the opdmai Q/D to establish 
the existence of the Q/D sought. 
The method used is that already described in the author’s earlier papers [IO, 
IS]. Kowever, a key step in the process, namely, the factorization of (18) 
below, is treated much more simply here than in those papers, where the 
treatment was based on the rather complicated surd factorization theorem 
in [lo]. For the sake of completeness the method is described in ful!, reference 
to [lo] being made only at one point in Section 4, 
Remark. The method to be described requires (5) or an equivalent 
equation as a starting point. Unfortunately best,-approximation problems 
involving polynomials and rational functions do not always lead to equati.ons 
of this form I For example, in the case T = 1 (i.e., the case solved by Zolotarev) 
the optimal error function satisfies an equation either of the form 
R” - E” = (x + l)(.u - j3) FY’ 
(SC tha.t only one of the end points is a “norm-point”) which is reducible to 
the form (5) by a simple linear transformation in s; or of the form 
+p - E” = (x” - 1)(x - ,x)(x - p> w2 
which requires elliptic functions for its solution, and cannot be dealt with by 
the present method. 
3. GENERAL SOLUTIONS OF (5) 
We rewrite (5) as 
M2 - (X’ - 1) p7” = E”D” 
and make the left-hand side factorizable by means of the substitution 
.Yc = g(u + llri), 
giving 
x2 - 1 = $(z1 - 24-y. 
We note that 
T,~(.Y) = &lk + 21-y, k = 0, 1: 2,.... (9; 
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Now to allow for possibly degenerate solutions we suppose D has degree 
s = I’ -- d, d 3 0, say 
D = fi (x - q), Xj # [-1, 11. (10) 
1 
Each xj can be expressed as 
Xj = $(Uj + UFl)y 
where there are two possible values of zrj , reciprocals of each other. 
Combining (7) and (11) gives 
X - Xj = (-1/2Uj)(U - Uj)(U-’ - Uj), 
so that if we write 
(11) 
u-3 
we have 
c+(u) = $ (24 - z4j) =opt + *.. + #+ + $ho (13) 
We now define 
D = (l/2”&) $(u) &r’). (14) 
p(u) = M(x) + &(u - u-l) W(x), (15) 
with the sign of W chosen so that p(u) is of order O(zPts) for large u (i.e., 
there is no cancellation of leading terms in (15)). Then 
p(u-1) = M(x) - $(u - zr’) W(x). (16) 
and we have 
while by (6) 
M = HP@4 t- P(~4-9), (17) 
p(u) p(zr-l) = (E/29,)2 p(u) $yz/-1). (18) 
Now by (15) and (16)p(zl) andp(u-l) h ave no poles except possibly at u = 0, 
so by (18) they can have no zeros except at u = 0 and at zeros of 4(u), $(&). 
There are then only two distinct possibilities arising from (18): 
(a) p(u) = (--h/2s&J 4”(u) UT, (A = &E, 7 an integer), 
or 
0-9 ~(4 = (-V%J 6&d Mu-‘1 9s”(4 ~4~~ where vM4 qM4 = (biu). 
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Case (b) leads to a solution in which M, W, and D automatically have 
common factors, and we disregard this as it is not needed. An apparent 
modification of (a) in which some or all of the factors of #(u) are replaced by 
corresponding factors of +(zl-l) is easily seen to lead to the same solution as 
(a), bearing in mind that 
Ii-1 - llj = -llju-l(il - q, 
where L/,I is an alternative choice for 21~ , for a given xi . Thus we shall take (2) 
as our expression for $(24). Since p(u) = O(u nz+s), it follows ar once that 
7 = 172 - s = 12 + 1 + n’. 
p(u) = (--x/2”c$,) II 7+l+y(z4) (A = &E, E = ; h I), (Isa) 
and 
M(x) = (-h/2”-l#,)(u”+l’d~(u) + tl-‘~-yp(U-:)). (20) 
NOW if the xj are all distinct (and otherwise a continnlty argument may be 
used)>, 
As will be seen in Section 4, the L/j and h depend only on the Y + 1 prescribed 
leading coefficients in the expansion (1) of fl, and not at all on .JI. 
ii Fr(Q/D)jl --f 0 as II + cn if and only if all : lij ! > I.? (21) 
Now any solution Q/D, after reduction if necessary to iowest terms, cor- 
responds to M and D without common factors. This means by (14) and (2oj 
that 4(u) and &u-l) then have no common factor, in other words j zlj 1 # I 
1 The remaining coefficients are unimportant, for they contribute merely an additive 
polynomial of degree IZ to the solution. 
2 Obviously for any given D satisfying (10) the ~~~ can be chosen to satisfy the condition 
j rrj / > 1. However, we still have to impose the degree condition on e, which io fact 
takes the form (26), and so determines 4(u) rather than D(x). Thus, the choice of ui is not 
at our disposal, and it will be our task in Section 5 to show that there is a solution $(ztj 
of (26) which satisfies the condition in (21). 
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for allj. (Note that this also implies that our solutions, when in lowest terms, 
satisfy the condition on the Xj in (10). This follows alternatively directly 
from (6).) Thus if we denote by /I the number of zeros Llj of I inside the 
unit circle, the asymptotic property sought will be achieved if p = 0. 
We now derive a simple general relation between /3 and the number OL of 
alternation points on [-I, l] (i.e., points at which R = *E alternately.) 
For this, we note that the transformation (7) maps the semicircle ZI = e”*, 
0 < 0 < rr onto the interval 1 > x > -1, where x = cos 0. On moving 
round the semicircle, we have by (19) 
A argp = (n + 1 + a’) n + ~/IT. 
On the other hand, we have on the semicircle 
p(zi) = M + i W sin 8, 
where M and W are real, so that 
A argp = (a - 1) rr. 
It follows that 
a = l? f 2 + d f 2p. (22) 
Thus for any solution of (5) in which D has degree s = Y - d the number of 
alternation points must be at least ?z -f 2 + d, and for the asymptotic solution 
we seek (if it exists) for which ,8 = 0 the number is precisely IZ + 2 + d, i.e., 
in the case d = 0 the same as for the optimal polynomial p’, . For the optimal 
rational function on the other hand the number is at least K = n + 2 + 
2r - d, so that for this solution p must be equal to s, its maximum possible 
value. 
We have thus exhibited a kind of inverse relationship between the optimal 
and the asymptotic Q/D. We shall see in Section 6 that there is a further 
relationship between these two through which we can prove the existence of 
the asymptotic Q/D. Now assuming this for a moment, suppose that the 
alternation points in [- 1, I] are y1 , J’~ ,... in ascending order. Then if 
P = Int(Q/D), 
P(YJ - f(~d = +1>” E - WQlDkd, k = l,..., y1 + 2 + d, 
where E = 41. Thus if 11 Fr(Q/D)jl = v < E, P - f alternates in sign at the 
ya , and, using de la VallCe Poussin’s theorem (e.g., Cheney [5, p. 771) 
accordingly, 
E - v < En+d < E,, < II P -fll < E + v. (23) 
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Now as we have seen, v ---f 0 as YE -+ E:, and moreover, because of the form 
off in (l), if CI, is the first of CI,,, a, ,..., which is nonzero; E, >, J?,+~ > 
j a, / , if II b r/2 (see [S, p. 137 Theorem 51). It follows that, for fixed i’ and 
fixed CI~ ,.I.: oi. ) 
E/E, + 1 as IZ ---z in. {24) 
Remark. When &u) is known, the internal norm-paints of error, where 
R = +E or -E, may be found jointly as the roots of W(x) = @(u) - 
p(z~-3)/(u - z!-i). They may however be found separately as roots of two 
polynomials each of about half the degree of IV: for by (4), (14) and (20) 
The internal norm-points are roots of ~1)i other than 1 or -1. They may of 
course also be found directly from oi- above as functions of U. 
4. SOLUTIONS FOR Grim f(x) 
We have so far considered solutions of (5) with arbitrary D of degree s 
(and nonzero on [--I, l]), but without reference to f(x). We must now 
impose the condition that Q = M + Dfhas degree iz + s (or less) instead of 
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m + s = 72 + s + I’ + 1. Now for large u we have, on dividing by 4(u), 
x (a,zP + a,_,zP-1 + ... + a&P+1 + *..) 
while Q/~(U) = O(ZP). Equating coefficients of ZP+~, z~f,..., u”” on both sides 
of the equation 
@f + W-)/$(4 = Q/G> 
gives a set of equations which may be written 
a, a, a2 . . * a,-, a, 
al a2 4 
a2 . . 
. . 
. . . 
5$.-l ai 
a, 
0 
or briefly 
0- 
;o 
(26) 
1 
i-- 
(27) 
where A is the (1. + 1) x (I’ + 1) triangular Hankel matrix shown, &) is an 
(I’ + I)-element vector consisting of the s + 1 coefficients of 4(u) (forming a 
vector (6, say) supplemented by d zero elements, and S is a shifting matrix 
defined by 
(S)ij = 1 if i =j + 1 = 2,..., r + 1, 
=o otherwise. 
Now it is clear by inspection of (26) that if Aa is the matrix (with leading 
element ah and of similar form to A) obtained from A by deleting the first h 
rows and the last h columns (so that A, = A), then (26) implies that 
-4~4~ = hfW(,,, k = 0, l,..., d. (28) 
Thus in particular h is an eigenvalue of Ad and 9 an eigenvector. It is now 
obvious that with such h and 9, if d > 0 the first d equations in (26) will not 
in general be satisfied. Thus in general we must have d = 0, and h an eigen- 
value of A with eigenvector 4. 
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In exceptional (degenerate) cases however (27) may have a solution for 
some d > 0. It then follows (as was shown in [lo]) that the equations 
both have solutions for k = cl - 1, d - 2,. ,.? !, 0. (These solutions 
correspond to multiplying $(u) b, v one or more of 1 + cf, 1 - 9, or factors 
of the form 1 t 2c~ + u2 (with arbitrary c), and hence D, 144, and Q bj oae 
or more common factors x + l> x - 1 or (X + c)~.) In particuiar, taking 
k = 0. it follows that if (27) has a solution for some d > 0, then ahhough 
$ca) is not an eigenvector of A, both h and -A must be eigenvalues of A. (In 
fact, as was shown in [lo], h is an eigenvalue of order at least ]&(u” + 2)] and 
-A of order at least [&(d + l)].) 
For eigenvalues h of A we shall denote by n(A) the largest value of d for 
which (37) has a solution; for non-eigenvalues X it is convenient to let d(h) = 
~~ i. Now (27) has a solution if and only if the first I’ + 1 - d = s - “; 
columns of A - AS” are linearly dependent, i.e., the matrix 
4 a, ~ 
ad-3 
ad --A . . . . 
ali+1 ad+” - x 
ai. - x 
4 -,. 
0 
a, 
(31) 
has rank at most s. Thus if h is an eigenvalue of A, cl(h) is the maximum value 
of d for which this is true. 
From the results above it is clear that for any A, 
j d(h) - d(--/\)I < 1. (32) 
We note next that just as (27) implies (28), so (29) and (30) imply 
Al;-h Y(h) = Uh Y(k)> (33) 
O<h<k,<d-1: 
‘4--h Z(h) = -As” Z(f,), (34) 
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whence X and --X are eigenvalues of all AI, , 0 < k < d - 1, if (27) holds, 
while as we have seen h is also an eigenvalue of Ad . We note also that since by 
assumption n, i 0, the Al, are nonsingular for all k, and h + 0. 
It is clear that if for somep > 0, X is an eigenvalue of A, Al ,..., A, but not 
of A,+, > then 0 -<, d(X) < p. It might be surmised that in fact d(h) = y, but 
in general this will not be true, as may be easily seen by noting that the only 
term containing n, in the expansion of det(A - hZ) is (a, - h) det(A, - M). 
Thus if h is an eigenvalue of A, and A, it remains an eigenvalue of 4 even if CI, 
is varied, whereas (27) cannot continue to hold, i.e., (3 1) to have less than full 
rank when d = p; as a, is varied, unless h is an eigenvalue of Ap+S , which 
cannot be the case since by Lemma 1 below it would imply that h is an eigen- 
value of A,+1 . 
We proceed to prove this Lemma, and make use of it in proving two 
further lemmas relating to the cases d(h) = 0 and d(h) = 1. It is convenient 
to use the notation 
D,(h) = det(A, - AZ), D(h) = det(A - Xr> = D,(h). 
LEhliviA 1. D,(X) = D,+&l) = 0 * D,+l(x) = 0. 
Proof. Let h be such that D,(h) = D,+,(h) = 0. Then corresponding to 
the eigenvalue h of -4, there is an eigenvector (x, , x],+~ ,..., x,)’ with x, = 
x, = 0, in other words the columns of A, - ,V other than the first and last 
are linearly dependent. For consider the cofactors of top-row elements in 
det(A, - Xr). Those of a, - h and a,. , namely, --hD,+,(X) and &q.D,+,(X), 
are both zero. If any of the remainder are nonzero, we can take the set of 
cofactors as our eigenvector elements, since D,(X) = 0. If all are zero, the 
rows of A, - hl after the first are linearly dependent, with multipliers 
m p+1 ,...P m r 3 say, and by symmetry the same applies to the columns. But 
since X # 0 it is obvious by inspection of the last row that nq = 0, and we 
may take (0, nzptl ,..., HZ,.-, , 0)’ as our eigenvector. (Alternatively, since 
a,x, = Xx, for an eigenvector, x, = 0 if and only if x, = 0.) In either case, 
x, = .‘I,. = 0. 
Now it is easy to verify that 
A,+,64 x,+1 ,... , XJ = A(.~,+, ..., x,.pl , o>‘, 
Arp+l(~p+l ,..., x,-~ , 0)’ = h(0, x,+~ ,..., x,.-l)‘. 
It follows that h is an eigenvalue of A,,, , with eigenvector 
(~~fl, x,+1 + x ?,+z )...) x,-z + x,-1 ) X,.-l)‘. (35) 
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ProoJ’. By Lemma 1, D,,2(X) = 0. Thus the cofactor of a, - h in A, - >\.I 
is nonzero, while det(A, - M) = 0. It follows that the space of solutions of 
A,X = Xx has dimension 1, and any solution has elements proportionai to 
the cofactors of top-row elements of A, . In particular x,, + 0, which imphes 
s,. + 0. 
We may note that in the case p = 0, i.e,, when D(h) = 0, D,(A) 7 0, we 
have n”(X) = 0, 
LEMMA 3. Let D,(A) = D,+l(h) = 0, D,,,(h) i 0. Then i$ x is aiz eigen- 
WCIOI of A,+1 correspomhg to h, 
k&X(,) = hSX(,) . (36) 
hOOf. For simplicity we shall prove this for the case p = 0: the resuh 
immediately generalizes for any y > 0. We assume then that D(A) = &(A) = 
0; D,(A) + 0. 
By Lemma 1, D,(h) f 0. Since the only term in &(A) containing a, is 
(a, - A) O,(X), the equation D,(h) = I) is equivalent to 
a, = al(ae )...) a,. ) A), (37) 
where a,( ) is a certain rational function in the variables. 
Si.milarly, with D,(h) + 0, D(X) = 0 is equivalent to 
a0 = a,(a,, a, )..., n,. ? A) 
which when combined with (37) gives 
a, = &(a, ,...) a,. , h). (38) 
Now let A,x = Ax, x = (x1 )...) x?)‘. Here x1 f 0, by Lemma 2. Then (36) 
will hold provided the additional condition 
is satisfied. Since x1 :..., x, are all expressible as polynomials in a, )..~) LI,. I A. 
with XI 1 0, (39) when combined with (37) is equivalent to 
a, = &(a, )..., a,. ) h). 
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Further, if (36) holds then h is an eigenvalue of A. We have therefore the 
following sequence of implications: 
D,(h) + 0, D,(h) + 0, (37) and (40) 
=S Dl(X) = 0, D,(h) + 0, (37) and (40) 
S- A,x = Xx (for some x), &(A) f 0, (37) and (39) 
3 (36), D,(h) f 0, and (37) 
3 D(h) = 0, D,(h) + 0, and (37) 
=z- (38). 
Thus for almost arbitrary A, a, ,..., a, (restricted only by the conditions 
D&(A) + 0, D,(h) f 0), (40) implies (38). We can therefore conclude that the 
functions ii,, and Z, are identical and we may now write 
D(h) = 0, A,x = hx, D,(A) + 0 
2 De(A) + 0, D,(h) # 0, (37) and (38) 
3 &(A) + 0, D,(h) i 0, (37) and (40) 
* (36), 
which proves the theorem. 
We note that in the case p = 0, d(h) = 1. 
As a corollary of Lemma 3 we have: 
LEMMA 4. Zf p 3 1 and D,(h) = D,+l(X) = 0, D,,,(h) # 0, then 
D,-1(A) = 0. 
ProoJ By Lemma 3, 
A&,+I ,-.., x,. ) 0)’ = h(0, x,+1 )...) x,)‘. 
It immediately follows that 
&l(O, X8,+1 ,-.., x,. , 0)' = 40, X9+1,..., x,, O)', (41) 
whence h is an eigenvalue of ADpI . 
It is obvious that in the case p = 1, d(X) < 2. In general however we will 
have d(h) = 0 in this case, since a, is arbitrary. 
5. OPTIMAL RATIONAL APPROXIMATION 
We consider now the optimal Q/D for the given f(x), with Q E P,,,. , 
D E P, . We know from the existence theorem for rational approximation 
that there exists a unique optimum, say Q/D in lowest terms, and we have 
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seen in Section 2 that if fi has actual degree s = ;’ - d the problem has 
“deficiency” 6 = d, and & has actual degree n + s’ < IZ + s. Further, the 
optimum must satisfy (5) and hence (27). Now any solution of (27) with any 
value of d yields Q/D with error norm E = 1 A 1, where X is an eigenvalue of 
A; while on the other hand any eigenvalue and its eigenvector satisfy an 
equation of form (27) with d = 0. Since the optimum has minimum error 
norm for all Q/D considered, it follows that its error norm is 
E = min 1 X j (42) 
taken over all eigenvalues h of A. 
If the deficiency is 8, (27) holds with d = 8 and h = ,!? or -J!? (but not 
both since the optimum is unique), and if 6 > 0, (29) and (30) hold with 
ii = OT l,..., 6 - 1. Moreover (27) cannot hold with h = g or -2 for d > 8, 
since then (29) and (30) would both hold with k = 6, and the optimum 
would not be unique. Since A, being symmetric, has a full set of distinct 
eigenvectors even if some of its eigenvalues are -multiple we have proved 
the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. The mique rational approxinzation Q/D to f(x) oiz [-Is 11, 
with (2 E Pnfr. j D E P,. andf(x) given as in (I), has error norm I!? = rn.ir+mm 
eigenvalue mod&u of the matrix A in (26), and actual degree of D equal fo 
:’ - 6, where 8 is the deficiency. 
lf ihe e~ggenvalue of nzinimm modulus is unique, 6 = 0 (and converse!:?.) 
Otherwise both l? and -I? are eigenralues of A and 
8 = max(d@), d(-g)), 
i,e,, 6 is the largest dfor which (27) has a solution with h = Q or -I?, there 
being only one mch solution for d = 6 (i.e., d(g) + d(-J?).) 
An upper bound on 6 can be found from the orders of the eigenvalues g 
and -2 of A, If these are p and q, then as already noted [+(a $ 2)] < p and 
[+(8 t I)] < q, or vice versa. It follows that 
6 < 2 min(p, q) ifp + q, 6 < 2p - 1 if p = qV 144) 
It is important to note that since D(X) and therefore c$(u) has actual degree 
s = P - 6, our solution #J(U) has ti5 f 0, from which it follows by (27) that 
&, f 0, and that +s can be normalised to 1 as in (13). Further, the matrix 
(31), with d = 6, has rank precisely‘s, as the solution is unique. 
We note also that since S and thus s is determined through A fromJ(xj by 
(43) the Q/D we obtain must be in lowest terms. 
640,'17,l3-6 
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Remark. If 6 > 0, each eigenvector of A corresponding to the simple or 
multiple eigenvalues L? and -i? yields a solution Q/D with common factors 
in Q and D (viz, x + 1, x - 1, or (x + c)” for some c). On cancelling these, 
Q/D reduces necessarily to the unique optimal Q/D. Thus in fact the optimum 
can always be found without regard to the deficiency, i.e., by proceeding as if 
6 = 0, and using either I? or -I?. This will however lead to heavier calcula- 
tions. 
6. EXISTENCE OF ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
To complete our analysis of the problem we have to show that among the 
solutions of (27) there is at least one giving +(u) with all its roots outside the 
unit circle. To do this we exploit still further the dual relationship already 
noted between the asymptotic solution we seek, for which /3 = 0, and the 
optimal solution, for which ,L? = S. The key to our proof is the observation, 
easily proved by induction, that A has an inverse A-l which is of similar 
form when reflected in the secondary diagonal, i.e., 
. . 
A-1 = (45) 
Thus if we denote by P the unit matrix with its columns (or rows) reversed, 
then B = PA-IP has the same form as A, and corresponds to a given poly- 
nomial g(x) “dual” to f(x): 
g(x) = b,T,,(x) + b,.-,T,,-,(x) + ... + boT,+l(x) + *.*. (46) 
We note that the eigenvalues of B are the reciprocals of those of A. 
Now the unique optimal Q/D for g(x) is governed by Theorem 1, with A 
replaced by B, and (27) replaced by 
B llrm = psd 4%) (47) 
say, where we are using the notation + instead of 9, and p instead of A. Then 
if (47) holds for some p and +td), and we write 
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we have 
2nd 
A4(,, = ~SVw, (50) 
where X = l/p. Conversely (50) implies (47). Thus (47) and (50) are equivalent 
dual relationships, linked by (49, and to any eigenvalue p of B for which (47), 
holds corresponds an eigenvalue X = l/p of A for which (50) holds. 
The optimal Q/D for g has deficiency 8 equal to the largest d for which 
(47) has a solution C/J(~) when ,u is an eigenvalue of B of minimum modulus, 
By the duality it is clear that 6 is also equal to the largest d for which (50) has 
a. solution (Pcd) when X is an eigenvalue of A of maximzrm modulus. 
Now the optimal +ca) yields a polynomial #(zi) = $, + z+!~rzi + ... + +a~t.~+ 
with s = r - 6, having all its roots inside the unit circle (/3 = s). The dual 
vector c$cb) yields I = tJs + c,!J,-~z~ + ..a f oozes = z&(l/uj, w-hi& has all 
its roots outside the unit circle (/3 = 0). We have thus estabhshed the existence 
of the asymptotic solution. Its uniqueness follows from that of the optimal 
Q/D, which is characterized by the condition p = s, 
Further, as already noted in Section 5, atry solution of (50) with any value 
of d yields Q/D with error norm E = ji Q/D -fii = / A j. Thus the “asympto- 
tic” Q/D we have found has error norm E equal to the largest eigenvalue 
modulus of A: 
E = max 1 h 1 ~ 
We can now state the analog of Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 2. There is a zrrziqzle “asymptotic” rational approxiinatian Q!Li 
fof(.s) on 1-1, I], with Q E Pn+r. ) D E P,. andf (x) give!? as ijz (I). It has error 
IZOI’~ E = maximum eigenvalae modzdus of the matris A in (20), and actua! 
degree of D equal to T’ - 6, where 6 is the deficiency. 
If tke efgenvalzre of maximum modzdz4s is unique, 6 = 0 (aud conaers+j. 
Otherwise bofh I? and -I? are eigenvalues of A, and 6 is oqzlat to the iurgesr d 
for which (27) has a solz4tiorz with h = B or -& there being on,) we sz~i’z 
.sohfion for d = 6, i.e., d(E) = d(-I?) &I, and 
6 = max(d(B), d(-Es). (52) 
Remarks. (I) The dual matrix B and function g(x), having been introduced 
in order to prove the existence of the asymptotic solution, and to uncover its 
properties, have served their purpose: they are not needed for finding the 
solution to a specific problem. 
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(2) Bounds on 6 are given by (44), with p and q the orders of the 
eigenvalues B and - 8. 
(3) Just as for optimal approximation, our solution must give &, + 0, 
+s + 0 and so normalizable to 1, and Q/D in lowest terms. If 6 > 0 we can 
proceed as if S = 0, using either X = l? or -i?, and will obtain an equivalent 
Q/D though with cancelling common factors. 
(4) A theorem of Elliott and Lam [7, Theorem 4.21 states, in the 
notation of this paper: If A4 = h+, j X 1 = maximum eigenvalue modulus 
of A, $0 f 0, and Dl(A) f 0, D,(--h) f 0, then I? = I h 1 and no other 
eigenvalue has this modulus. 
In fact, when D,(h) f 0 (for any eigenvalue X of A) the condition #c + 0 
is superfluous, by Lemma 2 withp = 0. This means also that [7, Lemma 4.51, 
which gives a sufficient condition for & + 0, is also superfluous. (Moreover 
in the condition given, namely, that D,(h) f 0, D,(-A) + 0, the second 
part is irrelevant, for, as the proof of our Lemma 2 shows, D,(h) + 0 3 
& + 0.) 
By our Theorem 2 it is always true that I!? = maximum eigenvalue modulus 
of A. The conditions on D, in [7, Theorem 4.21 merely ensure the uniqueness 
of h, for they imply d(h) = 0, d(--h) < 0 (in fact d( -A) = - 1, since d( -A) f 
d(h) when h = +E), and hence 6 = 0. 
EXAMPLE. As a simple illustration of a case with positive deficiency, and 
therefore not covered by (7, Theorem 4.21, consider the problem of approxi- 
mating to Tn+3 (x) by a polynomial of degree 12. (The solution is of course the 
zero polynomial, by the alternation theorem, for the error function has not 
merely the necessary 12 + 2 but in fact n + 4 alternation points.) 
Here I’ = 2, a2 = 1, a, = a, = 0. The eigenvalues of A are 1, 1, -1, so 
thatg=E=l.Forh=landd=0,1,2thefirsts+1=3-dcolumns 
of A - hSd have rank 1, 1, 0, i.e., in each case < s. Thus the largest d for 
which this is true is d(1) = 2. Similarly, for h = - 1 the ranks are 2, 1, 1, and 
d(- 1) = 1. Thus the deficiency 6 = 2 = d(l), and we must use h = 1 in 
solving the problem. Then (27) gives 4 = [l], 4(u) = 1, M = -+(zP+~ + 
Z/P-~) = -Tn+3(.x), D = 1, and hence Q = M + Df = 0, giving the zero 
polynomial as our solution. We note that the number of alternation points is 
indeed 12 + 2 + 6 as predicted in Section 3. 
Now Al has eigenvalues 1, - 1 and AZ has eigenvalue 1. Clearly the condi- 
tion on A, in [7, Theorem 4.21 is not satisfied. Similarly, [7, Theorem 3.21, 
which requires (in our notation) &, i 0 and all roots of +(u) outside the unit 
circle, where 4 is an eigenvector of A, is also inapplicable, for X = 1 has 
general eigenvector (1, c, l)‘, with c arbitrary, and h = -1 has eigenvector 
(1, 0, -l)‘, and in both cases the condition on +(zt) is not satisfied. 
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A more substantial example is given in Appendix 2, which also describes a 
simple procedure for finding the polynomial Int(Q9) without finding Q 
and I). 
7. CLENSHAW’S CONJECTURE 
As we have seen, the asymptotic approximation sought is given by the 
unique solution of (26), where 1 h / = i?;, the maximum eigenvaiue modulus 
of A: and s = I’ - 6, 6 being the deficiency of the problem. To the solution 4 
of (26) corresponds a polynomial C(U) = $,u~ -+ ... 1 #+, ~ with $j- and 
#, ;- 0. Now let 
Then it is easy to verify that (as already indicated in Section 4) 
By repeated multiplication by 2 $ 1 it is clear we eventually obtain 
We have thus established that to the eigenvalue h of A corresponds an eigen- 
vector (#O*,..., (br*) with &.* (and h ence $,*) + 0. For simplicity we shall 
EOW drop the asterisk, and normalize 4 by taking #J,, = ! : 
Ail, $1 )...) $,.)’ = AU, 41 . ...* qb,$‘, (53) 
with 
A == &, E =*i. 
Now CIenshaw in [6] was interested in finding the maximum ratio of the 
error norms S, and E,n , given in (2) and (3), for all possible giver, poly- 
nomials f(x), i.e., all possible coefficients a,. . ...) ug . It is of course difficult to 
compute S, for given a’s but we shall, following Clenshaw (who con&med 
this empirically in a number of cases) make the plausible assumption that 
when S,iEn is maximum, the norm S, is attained at x = il. i.e., the a’s are 
either all of the same sign, or of alternating signs. The latter case becomes 
S, = 1 a, + =** + a, 1 . (54) 
Further, we know from (25) that E/E, + 1 as IZ + cc (with I’ and the ai fixed). 
Thus, letting 
P = (4 + . . . + a,)/-& (55) 
we shall choose the ai so as to maximize 1 p [ . If we normalize the ai by writing 
Ci = ai/EE’, i = O,..., I’. 
then (53) becomes, on rearrangement, 
[~~~l~l~~tiiJZJ~ ;1 
II . . i 
(56) 
We may now solve for p and obtain 
1 41-1 . . . f&-l 
41 1 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
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the former on changing x to -x, so without loss of generality we shall assume 
the a’s all of the same sign, and 
p = EF,. , F, = ; = F,.-, + $3, : 
i? 
0 . . 
1 
whereF,=l,H,=l-q&,and 
+1-1 . . . &-1 
1 41 b-1 
H, = (-I)’ 
0. * 
1 41 
= 1 - & - +,~,H, - ... - cj,H,.-, . 
Clearly, aH,/a&. = -1, al&/a& = 0, t > I”. For t < r we have: 
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‘L’o= 1, YIJ = - iI YP-444 3 O<p<r--t--l. (603 
p=1 
f’rooj? We use induction on P. First, Hf = $1’ - C$~ - & + 1, and 
‘Hz/a41 = 24, - 1 = +1 - HI . SO that the lemma holds for r = 2. Now 
SUPPOX it holds for I’ = 2, 3 ,..., I’ - 1. Then for t < r, 
r-t-1 r--i--ii 
= (or-t - f-f,.-,) - c (4,: - HA 
1-l 
k=l 
z Y!T--!--Lwh] 
q=1 
r--i ,‘--I--1 
= & Y,,-t-k(#i; - H,), Y?-r-1 = - Ts Yr--t--I-&Q - 
which proves the lemma. 
wow by (581, 
F,. = 1 + i +,H, . 
y=1 
Hence 
Thus a sufficient condition that p is a stationary function of 4; ,..., 4,~ is that 
+I; = Hi; ) k = l,..., i”, (62) 
I.e., 
$ cp*$h-t = 1. 
This means that for small U, 
p(u) = 1 + u + . . ~ + u’r + Q(u’+l) 
= (1 - u)-1 + O(z4’“) 
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whence 
cj(u) = (I - u)-lp + O(u”l). 
In other words, 
& = coefficient of uk in (1 - ~l)-l/~, k = 1, 2,... 
1. 3. *.. (2k - 1) = 2. 4. . . . 2k ’ 
(63) 
(64) 
which was Clenshaw’s conjecture. 
The corresponding value of S,/z, i.e., 1 p 1 , is then, by (58), (61) and (62), 
Fr = 1 + i &,2. 
1 
The values of the y’s in (60) are easily determined by writing 
y(u) = 1 + y1u + -** + y#. 
It then follows by (60) that y(u) #(u) = 1 + U(Z~~+~), whence 
and 
y(u) = (1 - U)lP + O(U’“>, 
yk = coefficient of uk in (1 - zc)lp, k = 1, 2,... 
-1. 1. 3. *.. (2k - 3) 
2.4.6:*.2k * 
Further, if C denotes the matrix A/h, we have 
which gives the c’s in succession from 4 by 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
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It is not immediately apparent that if the 4’s of (64) are substituted here, the 
resulting c’s are all of the same sign (i.e., positive), without which (54) and 
hence our whole solution is invalid. However, it can be shown that the values 
ci’) of ci corresponding to any value of Y are given by 
and thus are all positive as required. A proof of (69) is given in -Appendix i. 
What we have shown, then, is that the 4’s of (64) give a matrix C with 
positive elements ci and eigenvalue unity (or equivalently a matrix A = hC 
with elements a, all of the same sign and eigenvalue &-h being an arbitrary 
scaling factor), and are such as to make the corresponding sum cO + 1-e + c,. 
(i.e.? (no + ... + 0,.)/X) a stationary function of the $‘s. We have not however 
shown that the eigenvalue 1 is an eigenvalue of maximum modulus for C, nor 
that the stationary function is in fact a global or even a local maximum. 
Clenshaw [6] verified the global maximum property in the cases i’ = 1, 2, 
and 3: and Lam and Elliott [8] reported that they had verified the iocai 
maximum property in the cases I’ = 1, 2, 3> and 4. The global maximum 
property for general Y remains unproved, and at presenr I see no way of 
proving it. 
On the other hand the maximum modulus property for the eigenvalue I 
of C, or X of -4, is equivalent, as we have seen, to the polynomial #(u) having 
no roots inside the unit circle. Thus to prove it we must prove that all partial 
sums 1 + $I! + *** of the Maclaurin series for (1 - IL)-;:” have no roots 
inside the unit circle. This follows, as the coefficients are nonincreasing and 
positive, by the EnestrBm-Kakeya Theorem (see, for example, [I?]). 
Assuming therefore that 
(a) when S.,JEn is maximum, S, is attained at .Y = il, and 
(b) co + ... + c,,. is maximum when the #{; are as in (64). 
we have shown that for allf(.$ as in (l), and large n, 
APPENDIX I 
Proof of (69): Since (68) determines the cjr) uniquely for a particular 7, we 
can prove (69) by showing that the values of c+ = ci’) in (69) satisfy (68), i.e, 
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where 
= coefficient of zf”‘+l in (1 - u')-ll" j" zP(1 - u2)-l12 du. 
0 
Differentiating 
gives 
a 
Ll c a,,pU2’+1 + L42k = 
7s 
$ (1 - 2?)(2r + 1) lJV,IP. 
Equating coefficients of z12r, I > k gives the recursive relation 
U‘,,?: = cw(2~ + 1)) ur-1,7x 9 
whence (Al) follows. 
APPENDIX 2 
Practical Considerations and Example 
For a given f(x), both the optimal and the asymptotic Q/D can be found 
as described in Section 4 with appropriate choice of X. In the asymptotic case, 
once h and +(u) have been found, it is easy to determine the required integral 
part of Q/D without actually finding Q and D. We have by (14) and (20) 
Wx) 
~ = ; (cT(L4) + u(u-I)), 
$44 
DC4 
a(z1) z -jjz,p+l+d ~ 
4(u-‘> . 
642) 
Now if we write 
a(u) = ff,u”” + ... + o. + fractional part, (A3) 
then 
ui = -aE-n--l, i = m, nz - l,..., rz + 1, (A4) 
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and CT~~ ,...? gi) can be found successively from 
&pi + &Ti,l + ... + #wt.? = 0, i = 2, 17 - I,..., 0. iA5) 
Ir is then easy to see, since u(0) = 0, that the fractional part of G(U) contri- 
butes -$-a, to the integral part of &I/D, and hence that apart from the 
“‘lower order terms” in (1) 
P = Int(Q/D) = o,T,(x) + .~* + 5,T,(x) f (l/Z) 0,. 
As an ihustrative example for the whole solution procedure, let 
iC.4 = TM f U/2) Tn+3 + (514) Tn+, - (7% Tn1.1, 
and suppose an asymptotic solution is required. The matrix 
(M) 
-7/8 5’l4 l/2 1 
A= i 514 l/2 1 
l/2 1 
1 
has eigenvalues X 
6 = 1. Since 
2, -2, (-3 + 73l13/16. Thus I? = 2, and by (44) 
-718 514 112 
-314 l/2 1 
l/2 -1 
1 -2 
has rank 2, with column-multipliers 2, 1, 1, we must have si(2) = 6 and 
d(-2) = 0 (which are easily confirmed), and s = 2. Also 
9 = (2, 1, I>‘, 4(u) = 2 + II + ZG, 
with roots of modulus 2112, i.e., greater than 1 as expected. 
We can now proceed at once to find the polynomial approximation to 6 
BY b44h 
onll = 718, %+z = -514, Gn+3 = -n/z. ‘7,-a = -1, 
and by (A5) oi = -$(o,+r + aits), i < 12, giving 
on = 3116. onpI = -17132, CT,-~ = 11,1’64, u,,-~ = 23!128..... 
If for definiteness we take 12 = 3, then 
f = T, + (l/2) T, + (5/4) Tz - i7/8) T, r 
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and our approximation to it of degree 3 is 
P = (3/16) T3 - (17/32) T2 + (11/64) T1 + (23/256). 
Alternatively, P can be found by using X = 2 or X = -2 and d = 0. With 
h = 2, 4 is the normalized eigenvector (2, 3, 2, 1)’ and 
cj(u) = 2 + 324 + 2212 + u3 = (I + Z/)(2 + 21 + ZP). 
Taking g’n+l ,..., D,+* as above, gi are now found from 
cri = -+(3$, + 2G&Z + Gff3), i < n, 
which give the same oi and P as before. Q and D have the common factor 
x+ 1. 
Similarly, with h = --2, 4 is the eigenvector (-2, 1, 0, l)‘, 
4(u) = -2 + z4 + 213 = (-1 + u)(2 + u + ZP), 
again giving the same solution, and the common factor x - 1. 
It may be of interest o compare the norm of error of P with the optimum 
error for polynomials of degree n = 3, making use of (25). Using the lowest- 
degree solution, we find 
D = x” + g.x + $ 
and 
w+ = 2[2(x + l)]‘i” * (4x” - 2x2 - x), 
we = [2(x - l)]“’ . (8x” + 8x3 - 2x - 1). 
The roots of R - 2 in [-1, l] are -1, 0, 0.885, and of R + 2 are -0.858, 
0.554, 1. For the error of P we have 
Thus at the norm-points -l,..., 1 of R, R* takes successive values 1.824, 
-2.221, 1.996, -1.950, 2.045, -1.957, and bounds on E3 are given by 
1.950 < E3 < jl R* II * 2.221. 
(In finding the lower bound we may ignore the error 1.824 at -1, since 
5 = n + 2 alternating errors remain.) Closer bounds (and an improved 
approximation) are obtained on replacing P by P + 0.023, which gives 
1.973 < E3 < 2.198. 
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Thus our polynomial P, with error norm 2.221, is a fair approximation 
already, and certainly a good starting point for an approximation algorithm. 
In this example H has the low value of 3. The goodness of approximation of 
P of course increases with n. 
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